To

All NACH Member Banks

Dear Sir / Madam,

Re-Seeding of Aadhaar Number

Many instances have been brought to our notice that in cases where the customer whose Aadhaar number has been moved out from one bank to another comes back to the first bank to get his Aadhaar mapping done, the member banks are not in a position to do the same. The reason being the Aadhaar number of the concerned customer is already updated in CBS and downloaded for mapper, now there is no option available to the branches to retrigger the download of concerned Aadhaar number already existing in their CBS for mapper update. This is causing serious customer service issues.

Member banks are hereby advised to correct this anomaly by making provisions in their CBS to retrigger downloading of existing Aadhaar numbers to be seeded again in NPCI mapper. We draw your attention to our circular number 67, dated December 5, 2014 regarding the changes in mapper database wherein the banks are advised to obtain explicit mandate from the customer before seeding / reseeding is executed.

With Warm Regards,

(Giridhar G M)
VP & Head - CTS & NACH Operations